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DIGEST

1.t Protest that procuring agency unrdas6nably1 7evaluated
protester's propoial as having a high performance risk is
denied 'where the decision is based on the agency's
reasonable, determination that the protester's proposed
salaries were low and its proposed uncompensated overtime
was excessive, thus creating a risk that it would be unable
to retain qualified personnel.

2. .x ring agency reasonably found that protester's
proposed use of 10 subcontractors created a critical
deficiency in the protester's management prbposal where
solicitation specifically stated that proposal would be
down'graded in evaluation for proposing a high number of
subcontractors.

3. PAdt est that agency.treated offerors un4equally and
evaiuated awardee's proposal unreasonably based on
protester's assertion that both proposals contained similar
deficiencies is denied where there were significant
differences between the proposals which warranted the
different evaluation results.

The decision issued on September 1, 1994, contained
proprietary information and was subject to a General
Adcounting Office protective order. This version of the
decision has been redacted. Deletion are indicated by
"[deleted]."
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4, ,Agency properly awarded contract without holding
discussions with the protester where solicitation indicated
agency's intention to award the contract without discussions
and the agency reasonably determined that discussions were
not necessary because the protester's proposal contained
critical deficiencies and the awardee's proposal contained
no deficiencies and was reasonably priced.

5. Protest that agency improperly awarded contract at a
price $15 million greater than that offered by the protester
is denied where the agency reasonably determined that the
protester's price was unrealistic and that the awardee's
technically superior and realistically priced proposal was
worth the additional expense.

DECISION

Information Spectrum, Inc. (ISI) protests the award of a
contrla6t to Value Systems Services, a division of VSE
Corporation (VSS), under request for proposals YRFP)
No. N00019-92-R-0051, issued by the Naval Air Systems
Coimiad (NAVAIR) for the acquisition of logistics support
services to support Navy and Marine avionics weapons
syste-ms. ISI asserts that the Navy failed to follow the
stated evaluation criteria, unreasonably evaluated its
proposal, did not treat the offerors equally, improperly
failed to hold discussions, and failed to perform a
price/technical tradeoff.

We deny the protest.

BACKGROUND

The.,RFP, issued on June 30, 1992, conteimplatedtite award of
an-Jinfdfinite-delivery, indefinite-quantity &otri'ac for a
baiej9ear and four 1-year options. Offerers -ere required
tbosubfbmit a technical proposal and a&price-proposal. The
tecfn&icaltproposals were to be evaluatedfagainst the a
followngi-four-zfactors: Pdrsonnel, :Sample Tasks, ±.Management
Plani/Manower Utilization Matrix, and Corporao e''ExperieNce.
Thffpes-onnel and sample tasks factors were equal in weight
with the remaining two factors listed-in descending order of
importance.v Regarding price, the solicitation listed the
l'b'br 'd'itegories and the estirnited number of hours of each
labor Lategory that would be required to perform the
contradt. Offerors were required to propose fully burdened,
ftxid hourly rates for each labor categ6ry listed in the
solicitation. Prices were to-be evaluated by multiplying
the proposed rate for each labor category by the estimated
number of hours for the category set forth in the RFP. The
prices were also to be evaluated for realism. The RFP
advised offerors that a price proposal determined to be
unrealistic would be assessed as having high performance
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risk. The solicitation provided that the price realism
evaluation:

"rmay include consideration of actual salaries
being>-paid for similar work under other NAVAIR
contracts, salaries being paid for comparable
civil service employees, excessive amounts of
competitive time (uncompensated overtime), DCAA
(Defense Contract Audit Agency] audit information,
and evaluation of compensation for Professional
employees."

The solicitation advised offerors that the government
intended to evaluate proposals and award the contract
without holding discussions except for discussions conducted
for the purpose of minor clarifications. The award was to
be made to the offeror whose proposal was considered to be
the most advantageous to the government; in reaching the
award decision, the technical factors were considered
slightly more important than price.

SxO4ufferorshincluding the protester an'd the awardee<
responded-to the sblicitation. The technical propbflis were
evaluated by a technical evaluation eteam (TET) and the cost
proposals were evaluated by a cost-evaluation team (CET).
ThegTET evaluated the technical proposals by asstghiuig each
fact'ori*1 and the overall technical proposal, an adjectival
ritingl'of outstanding, better, lacceptable, marginal, or
unacceptable. The TET rated VSS better for sample tasks,
acceptable for'personnel, better for management plan and
corporate experience, and better overall. ISI was rated
better for sample tasks, acceptable for personnel and
management plan, better for corporate experience, and
acceptable overall.

_valuating fihe pride proposals, the CET cmp'aied the
proposed-salaries to those being paid'to 6i'iPjarible-!civil
seicibe employees, compared the proposed tates to those
beVlgpaid'dunder, similar contracts, add t-onsidered'ri~oposed
compensation plans, the amount of uncomp6ishted overtime the
offerors -proposed, and information provided by fthe' DCAA.
TheCET rfound that ISI proposed salaries that 'were too low,
expectekJdits employees to work an'excessive amount of
uncohpen'Gated overtime, and offered a 'compensation plan that
did not offset these unfavorable working conditions. As a
result, the CET rated ISI's price proposal as unrealistic
with a high performance risk. VSS' price proposal was rated
realistic.

The reports prepared by the CET and TET were forwarded to
the procurement review board (PRB), which was responsible
for assessing risk, reducing technical scores where
necessary, and recommending an offeror for award to the
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source seledtion official (SSO) who was responsible for
selecting the>'awardee, The PRB found that ISI's low
prop6sed-salaiiy, excessive uncompensated overtime, and
average-compenisation plan created a risk that ISI would be
unable-tt retain a qualified work force, The PRB also
determiried that the protester's proposed use of
10 subcontractors was excessive for this effort and was a
critical deficiency in the SI management proposal. The PRB
also.found that ISI's proposed use of a part-time project
manager was a critical deficiency in its management plan.
The PRB also agreed that ISI's price proposal was
unrealistic and created a high performance risk. On the
other hand, the PRB found that VSS submitted a better
technical proposal with no critical deficiencies and a
realistic price proposal. As a result, the PRB recommended
VSS for award.

The SSO agreed with the PRB's recommendation, In doing so,
the SSO considered the evaluations performed by the TET, the
CET,Aind the PRB. The SSO also independently evaluated the
proposals. The sso found that the low salaries and
excessive-uncompensated overttime reflected in ISI's proposal
createdV&-a high risk r.hat ISI would be 'Unable to retain its
personneldindthe high cost WashinhgtonKD.C., area. The SSO
also oagreed that the proposed 10 subcontractors in
conjhicntionwith a part-time project mniager was a critical
deficiency in tha management plan, and that ISI's proposed
price was unrealistic and created a high performance risk.
The 'SSO agreed with the PRB that VSS offered a sound
tech'nical proposal and a realistic price proposal and that
VSS offered the best value to the government. As a result,
VSS was selected for award.

PROTEST OVERVIEW

IsI,,/ie acumbent=,contractor for these-servicbs, asserts
that-the Navy''used-performance risk as the'prim6ry basis to
elimiinate its proposal from consideration for award. ISI
prot-sts-that since performance -risk was nott a 'stated
evaluation criterion, the NaVy'-imprc..--..ly deviated from the
RFP valuation scheme in awardinhg rh'i cr.ntt&act to VSS. ISI
argur>h'at in any-'case the NaVy'sv66cil usion that ISI's
propo- r ,r4s2hted a high perfoJ.,Zance risk--was
unr easonable because that conclusion was based on an
erroneous evaluation of its proposal Specifitally,.ISI
asserts that it proposed the same salarieajitis -paiing
und'e'r-its'''iWnmbent contract for the same set'Ytces, it
proposed that its employees work the same number -ofhours of
uncompensated overtime that they are working under the
incumbet cofitract, and that its proposed compensation plan
is bett(n than the compensation plan it offered under the
incumbent contract. ISI also protests the Navy's conclusion
that ISI's management plan contained a critical deficiency
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because ISI proposed to use 10 subcontractors and a part-
time;project manager, ISI further asserts that to the
extent there were deficiencies in its proposal, the Navy
improperly failed to hold Discussions with the firm, that
the Navy did not treat VSS and ISI equally, that the award
decision is improper because the agency failed to perform an
adequate price/technical tradeoff, and that the SSO had no
foundation for his source selection decision,'

As we discuss below, the Navy followed the stated evaluation
criteria in awarding the contract and reasonably determined
that ISI proposed low salaries and excessive uncompensated
overtime which resulted in an unrealistic price proposal and
a high performance risk, we also conclude that the Navy
reasonably evaluated ISI's management plan and VSS'
proposal, treated offerors equally, correctly awarded the
contract without holding discussions, and performed a proper
price/technical tradeoff in determining to award the
contract to VSS despite its higher price.

FAILURE TO FOLLOW EVALUATION CRITERIA

ISI asserts that the Navy':s primary basis for determining
that the ISt proposal did-not provide the best value to the
government was its determi ation that ISIfs price and
management proposals presented a high performance risk. ISI
protests that since performance risk was not listed as a
significant evaluation factor in the solicitation, the Navy
improperly used performance risk to eliminate ISI's proposal
from consideration for award.

In response, the Navy argues that performance risk was not
an unstated evaluation factor. Rather, asserts the Navy, it
properly considered the technical performance risk
associated with each offeror's price'-proposal as part of its
price realism assessment. In this regard, the Navy points
out that the solicitation specifically provided that a price
proposal that was evaluated as unrealistic would result in a
high performance risk rating, The Navy further points out
that section M-1(2) of the solicitation provides that in

'The Navy and ISI'also disagreed over whether 1SI agreed to
comply-with a solicitation provision that requiried -offerors
to perform thecontract within 15 miles ofthe P6ntagon
uhless-zotherwise specified. The Navy asserted that -it could
not award the contract to ISI without holdin-gdiscutssions
since ISI in its proposal did not clearly agree to comply
with this provision. ISI argues that it did agree-to comply
with the provision. Since we have otherwise concluded that
the Navy properly evaluated ISI's proposal and awarded the
contract without holding discussions, we have not addressed
this issue.
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reaching the award decision, "(sltrengths and weaknesses of
the offeror's proposal and performance risks will be
assessed in determining which proposal is most advantageous
to the Government,"

Department of Defense contracting agencies are required by
statiute. Eo set forth, at a minimum, all significant
evaluation "factors (and significant subfactors) .
(including cost or price, or price-related factors, and
non-cost or non-pr~ce related factors)" and their relative
importance, 10 U.S.C. § 2305(a)(2)(A) (Supp. V 1993),
Agencies, however, are not required to specifically identify
each $element to be considered during the course of-the
evaluation where a particular, not specifically identified,
element is intrinsic to the stated factors or subfactors,
Marine Animal Prods. Int'l, Inc., 5-247150,2, July 13, 1992,
92-2 CPD 16.

Here, the Navy did not use risk as a separate evaluation
fEtbor. That is, unlike the situation in H.Jj.-Grour.
V66hues.-dInc., B-246139, Feb. 19, 1992, 92-1 CPD 91 203,
cited~by-the protester, the Navy did not eliminate ISI'.s
piopos ai-.bpa-don an assessment-of~performancecrisk,&wfidh
was unretedto the specific evaluation fadtdes .5tvfded in
thesolicitattn .tRather, the agency considered-risk-in
coibjunctbi with the specific evaluation factors listed in
thei^6olicitatibn and its determifation of which proposal
offeredzthe`Sest value to the governmien.t In'this regard,
consideration of the risk involved in an offeror's proposed
approach is3,inherent in the evaiuation of proposals.
Comications -Int'l-Inc , B-246076, Feb. 18, 1992, 92-1 CPD
¶419,4.. Thus,, the agency's consideration of rflk in
connection with ISI'suplan to use 10 subRcontractors and a
part5-timie pioje'ct manager and with regard 'to p'ersoninel
retention was not improper. Moreover, since the RFP
provided that-performance risk would'be considered in
connection with proposals deemed unrealistic as to price,
the Navy's risk assessment in this regard could not be
viewed as contrary to the evaluation criteria. In short, we
have no basis to conclude that the agency improperly
considered risk in reaching its determination that ISI's
proposal did not offer the best value to the government.

PROPOSAL EVALUATION

Personnel Factor and Price Realism/Performance Risk
Assessment

The RFP required offerors to submit resumes for all
personnel being proposed for the positions of Program
Manager, Senior Logistics Manager, and Senior Analyst. The
solicitation provided that the evaluation of proposals under
the personnel factor would be based on the extent to which
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personnel resumes submitted by the offeror reflected the
edudation 4id experience required by the labor category
description'is, The RFP also provided that annual salaries
would be evaluated to verify the offerors' clear
understanding of the work to be performed And their
capability to-obtain and keep suitably qualified personnel
to-meet mission objectives, The solicitation advised that
unrealistic,-annual salaries and/or unrealistic fully
burdened hourly rates would result in a reducer) r.echnical
ratinig With regard to price, the RFP required offerors to
ptopose fully burdened, fixed hourly rates for each required
labor category and to demonstrate support for the proposed
rates, The solicitation provided that prices would be
evaluated for realism including consideration of "actual
salaries being paid for similar work under othFr NAVAIR
contracts, salaries being paid for comparable civil service
employees, excessive amounts of competitive time, DCAA audit
information, and evaluation of compensation for professional
employees. ." I The RFP also advised thut a price
proposal that was determined to be unrealistic would be
assessed as having high performance risk.

Afterreviewing the cost and technical evaluation
iriforimation, the PRB and the SSO determined that for the
peTrsonfnel-factor IS-'Is proposal preiented'a risk that it
would-~be uniable to retain its-personnel because it proposed
ldwstalAries, excessive uncompen~sated overtimen, and only an
average compensation plan The agency used this same
intformation to conclude. that ISIIs proposed price was
unrealistic and presented a highperforminfce4ri'sk. ISI
arg _ thKat the agency unreasonably det'trminWedthat ISI
p-to bR d low salaries and exceisive unc6mpensated overtime,
ISI'lso asserts that it offered a very beneficial
compernsation package. ISI concludes that because the
agency's es.? uation of its propo6sal in these areas was
unreasonable, the agency's conclusion that ISI's proposal
presented a high performance risk, which was based on its
evaluation of these areas, also is unreasonable.

Int'ryiewing~ protests'against the prbpriety of an agTency
evaOffuion oftpoiposals, it is-not--the function of our-
Officet'o independently evaluate those proposals. Rather,
thdetetrmination of the relative desirability and technical

equacy_ of the proposal is primarily a matter of agency
discreetioz which we will not disturb unless it is shown to
be,`qwitliut a -reasonable basis or inconsistent -with the
eva' iEon criteria listed in the RFP. Axion;Cdrp.,
B 252812, July 16, 1993, 93-2 CPD ¶1 28. A protester's
disagreement with the agency's evaluation is not itself
sufficient to establish that the agency acted arbitrarily.
ASR Management & Technical Servs., B-252611, July 15, 1993,
93-2 CPD ¶ 22. Based on our review of the record, we
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conclude that the Navy reasonably evaluated ISI's proposal
under the personnel and price realism factors.

Proposed Salaries

In deterrmining that ISI's proposed salaries were too low for
retention of a qualified work force, the Navy compared ISI's
proposed salaries with the salaries for comparable civil
service employees; the average fully burdened rate IS!
proposeid, with IS11s average fully burdened rate on two
other-contracts (NO0019-88-D-0076 and N00140-92-C-8004)
which ISI was performing; ISI's proposed fully burdened
rates for certain key labor categories with those being
offe;ed on other recently awarded contracts; ISI's proposed
average, fully burdened, hourly labor rate with the
indeipenident government cost estimate; ISI's average fully
burdened labor rate with that proposed by the awardee; ISI's
propbsdd average fully burdened rates for the Senior
Logistics Manager and the Senior Analyst with those on ISI's
incumbent contract; and ISI's proposed average direct rate
(salary) with that on ISI's incumbent contract.

ISI challenges each basis wnich the Navy considered in
determining that ISI's proposed salaries were-so low as to
creat'ea riskithat ISI would be unable to retafir-qualified
p6rsonnel to perform the contract, ISI also generally
asserts that.the Navy's decision that its proposed salaries
are lower than'the salaries under its incumbent contract is
unreasonable because, according to ISI, it proposed the same
personnel at the same salaries as it is using under its
incumbent contract, with an escalation factor.

While we have considered each of ISI's argumentsjtour role
here is-not to determine if each individual fifding of the
Navy conderning IST's proposed salari&s is accurate.
Rather, our role is to determine whether the Navy had a
reasonable basis for concluding that ISI'.s proposed salaries
would create a-risk that ISI would be unable to retain its
work force. Based on our review of the record, we conclude
below that the Navy properly determined that ISI's rates
were below civil service rates, were below the awardee's
rates,/U-were below the government's estimate, and were below
ratesron recently awarded similar contracts. Based on these
conclusions, we find that the Navy had a reasonable basis
for determining that ISI's salaries were sufficiently low as
to create the risk that IS! would be unable to retain its
personnel.

The CET compared ISI's proposed salaries with the salaries
for comparable civil service employees and found that for
all key labor categories, 71 percent of ISI-proposed
personnel were being compensated at least one General
Schedule (GS) level below comparable civil service
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employees, and of that 71 percent, 38 percent were being
compensated at least two GS levels below comparable civil
service employees. IS! asserts that the Navy has not
demonstrated that the civil service salaries it compared
ISI's salaries against were for similar employees performing
comparable work,

The rebord shows that the Navy assigned a GS level to each
key 'employee category and then compared the salaries
proposed by ISI for employees in that category to the
appli&able salary for the GS level. While the Navy hasn't
explained why it assigned the particular GS levels it did,
the protester has not shown, or even argued, that the GS
levels assigned by the Navy to particular labor categories
were i'ncorrect. Since IS! had access to the GS grade
assigned to each labor category and the grades assigned to
its employees within those labor categories, ISI could have
argued that the Navy erroneously classified any employee.
We have no basis to conclude that the Navy's comparison of
ISI's proposed salaries against GS salary rates was
unreasonable.

ISItlso complains that the Navy improperly compated ISI's
propse~d average hourly labor rates for certiin k
employees to the average hourly rates that'-were offered for
employees in'these labor catggories ona recently awarded
contracts. The Navy found that ISI's proposed fully
burdeniTed rtces for certain key labort6ategories were, below
the rates'being offered on other recently award6d contracts.
Spfecifically, ISI proposed $(deleted] for ttheProgfam
Manager,9while on two recently awarded cbtracts/ the rates
for the Prog'ranm Manager were $44.33 (N&OO19A93-D±.Ol84) and
$52.O2qOON_001l9-94-D-0060); for the Senior Ldgist'ics'Mabager,
ISI propoi dA$[deleted] compared to a rate of [deletedJ on
contract N0019-93-D-O005; and for the SeniorfAnalyst, ISI
pro-pos'ed a fully burdened rate of $ (deleted] while on two
recently awarded contracts the rates for the"'S"6ni6r Analyst
were $37.45- (N00O1S-94-D-00300) and $38 71 (NWO'019994-0060).
While ISI-agrees that the labor categ6ries that were
compaired are the same, ISI asserts that'the c6ntra6ts are
focr:different end items and that the experience required is
different and therefore the Navy could not reasonably
compae -ISI's rates against these contracts. ISI further
statiditfiat two of the contracts were awarded as small
disadvaMntaged business (SDB) set-asides and argues that SDB
set-asides have higher-burdened rates, so that it is
improper to compare its rates to rates on SDB set-aside
contracts.

We disagree with ISI's analysis. since the labor categories
are the same, and ISI has not pointed to anything which
demonstrates that the rates should be different based on the
end items involved in the conuracts, the Navy could
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reasonable compare ISI's proposed rates against the rates in
these contracts, Similarly, we have no basis to question
the agency's decision to compare ISI's proposed rates to
those being paid to employees in comparable labor categories
who are working on SD8 set-aside contracts, While ISI
argues that such set-aside contracts are generally higher in
cost than non-set-aside contracts, we have no reason to
believe, and ISI has not demonstrated, that this is because
the employees working on those contracts are being paid
more.

The Navy also compared ISI's proposed, average fully
burdened rate of $(celeted] to the independent government
cost estimate of $30.08 and VSS' proposed fully burdened
rate of $[deletedl. While ISI questions whether the
government's estimate and VSS' proposed average, fully
burdened labor rates are realistic, they are in line with
each other and at the midpoint of the offers received by the
Navy. In any case, it is reasonable to assume that higher
rates will be less likely to result in a potential loss of
employees.

UNCIMPENSATED OVERTIME

The Navy found that ISI proposed to have its employees work
47 hours per week including 7 hours of uncompensated
o6vertime, The Navy concluded that 7 hours of uncompensated
oveiftime is excessive, and in part, based on that
condlusion, decided that ISI would not be able to retain
employees assigned to the contract. The'Navy reached its
conclusion that ISI would require its employees under the
contract to work 47 hours per week despite the
representation in the ISI proposal that its employees would
work 45=ihours per week because the Navy found that ISI
understated its indirect hours (hours attributable to leave
and holidays). Thus, the Navy computed that for ISI to
recover the salary it proposed for any of its key personnel,
those personnel would be required to work 45 hours per week
forS52 weeks per year--a full year , 2 When the Navy
fact~ored<--jA~-ave and holidays into the calculation, the
employees-would be required to work 47 hours per week in
order' to work all the hours required, More specifically, in
its proposal, ISI included 208 indirect hours for each
employee to account for leave and 10 paid holidays, Once
80 hours are subtracted from the 208 hours to account for
the 10 holidays, there are 128 indirect hours or 16 days
remaining for leave. Therefore, ISI based its proposal on
each of its employees being entitled to 16 days per year of
leave. However, according to ISI's compensation plan,

'This 45 hours includes 40 hours of direct time plus . hours
of proposed uncompensated overtime.

10 B-256609.3; B-256609.5



empldyees who have worked for ISI for 5 years or less earn
16 days per year of leave. Employees who have worked for
ISI between 6 and 10 years earn 21 days per year of leave
ani. those who have worked for ISI more than 10 years earn
26 days per year of leave, Thus, ISI's proposal only
accounted for the correct number of hours for employees who
worked for ISI for less than 6 years. When the Navy
factored in the leave for those wnplcivees who worked for ISI
for 6 or more years, the Navy computed that in reality the
employees would be required to work 47 hours per week in
order to take their leave and still work the number of hours
ISI proposed them for.

ISI protests that it proposed to have its employees work
45 hours per week, the same number of hours that it is
requiring its employees to work on the incumbent contraci:
and an amount the Navy agrees is not excessive. In this
regard, ISI stresses that its proposal specifically states
that it is proposing 5 hours per week of uncompensated
overtime, ISI explains that it did not understate its
indirect hours. Rather, according to IS!, its proposal is
based on the number of hours of leave that employees are
actually expected to take instead of the number of hours
they are entitled to. Thus, for example, ISI states that
while its senior employees may earn 26 days per year of
leave, last year they took only 14 days of leave.

Proposals must generally be evaluated sclely on Se basis of
the information provided in the'proposal. tdono6'le, S.A.,
5-252745, July23, 1993, 93-2 CPD g 51. In its proposal,
ISI did not explain the basis for the i-number of indirect
hours it proposed for each employee despite the fact that
the solicitation stated that Lne Navywould evaluate
uncompensated overtime. Moreover, while ISI may- have based
its pro-posal on its expectation that its employees would
take less leave than they earned, the fact is, unless ISI
misrepresented its compensation plan, the employees could in
fact take the amount of leave that they earned. In such
event, any employee doing so would in fact be required to
work more than 45 hours per, week to account for his or her
salary and to put In the number of hours that he or she was
proposed to work under the contract. Accordingly, based on
the proposal as submitted, the Navy could reasonably
conclude that ISI expected its employees to work 47 hours
per week.

Compensation Package

The Navy found that the compensation plan ISI offered its
employees was adequate but did not have any outstanding
features to compensate for the low salaries and the number
of hours of uncompensated overtime that the employees were
expected to work. ISI disagrees with this conclusion.

11 B-256609.3; B-256609.5
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Specifically, ISI states that its plan has one leave account
rather than separate accounts for sick leave and annual
leave which provides more vacation time for employees who do
not use their leave for illness and which allows employees
to accrue more leave time for which they are entitled to be
paid--upon termination. ISI further points out that its plan
includes long-term care, a stop smoking program, and a
profit sharing plan that has paid employees about 2 percent
of their salaries since 1990. ISI concludes that its
current compensation package clearly benefits its employees
and provides outstanding benefits to the extent they are
necessary to compensate for its salaries and uncompensated
overtime.

The protester's disagreement with the procuring agency over
whlat incentives are-necessary to retain a qualified work
force doestnot demonstrate that the agency's conclusions are
unreagonable. Service Ventures, Inc., B-233318,Feb. 15,
1989, 89-1 CPD ¶ 162. As the Navy points out, the stop
smoking program has limited applicability and-employees pay
for the long-term care program. Further, although ISI
offers a profit sharing plan, there wer~eno details of the
plan in ISI's proposal so the Navy could not evaluate it.
Based on these factors, we cannot conclude that the Navy
unreasonably determined that there was nothing special about
ISI's compensation package that would overcome ISI's low
salaries and excessive uncompensated overtime.

Performance Risk

Asdiscussed above, the Navy concluded baised on the low
salaries ISI proposed, the excessive number of hours of
uncompensated overtime it expected employees to work and the
average compensation plan it offered, that ISIks proposed
price was unrealistic and that ISI's prop'osal therefore
presented a high performance risk and a risk that ISI would
be unable to retain its personnel. ISI challenged the
Navyts conclusion that its proposal presented high
performance risk because it did not believe that the Navy
reasonablytdetermined that it proposed low salaries,
excessive uncompensated overtime, and an average
compensation package. Since we have concluded that the
Navy's conclusions regarding these factors were-reasonable,
we also find it reasonably concluded that ISI's proposed
price was unrealistic and that its proposal presented a high
performance risk. In this regard, the agency could
reaspnably conclude that a performance risk is created when
a contractor is required to perform services with an
undercompensated work force, Oshkosh Truck Corn.,
B-252708.2, Aug. 24, 1993, 93-2 CPD 9 115, and where
employees are expected to work an excessive amount of
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uncompensated overtime. Quantum Research, Inc., B-242020,
Mar. 21, 1991, 91-1 CPD ¶ 310.'

MANAGEMENT PLAN

under-hie manffagement plan/manpower utilization matrix
evaluation factor, the RFP provided that: "A larg@*number
ofA tbdo'ntractors, orka poorly strudtured''partnersliip/ joint
ventured or'a~hight proportion of contingent hires will
reMUILtAn a.rsdu ce technical rating." ISI submitted a
management.plan-showing the use of 10 subcontractors. The
pla-iriaso-'nadTated that ISI 4ntended to-iutilize&a part-time
projectfimanager for the contract. The PRB found that
1 a s¶ST1ntractors was an unacceptable number for this
contr°`actflf'effort, and in conjunbtion with the use of a part-
timTe-roject-manager, was a critical deficiency in iST's
managementtplan. The SSO agreed with this conclusion,
stat'nAg uat-hthfe' hours required to coordinate the input of
11- companies ,i4uid require excessive government management
an d-theo rdering of significant additional program
management hours from the prime contractor.< +The SSO -

additionally cdnbiided that the use of 10 subcontractors
presented a management burden and a performance-risk and
that this was exacerbated by the use of a-part-time project
manager. The agency points out that when contracting
officer's~repiesentatives (CORs) on ISI's incumbent contract
were interviewed concerning ISI's performance, they cited
ISI's management and coordination of subcontractors as a
weakness on that contract.

1I1 challnRges the Navy's conclusions that -ISI'-s proposed
use bflO-0suhcontractors and a part-time project manager
were weaknesses or deficiencies in its mainagement proposal.
ISI firAt-notes that it proposed fewer subcontractors than
theVs12.that it is currently using on its incumbent contract.
In iddition, ISI asserts that the subcontractors will not
require substantial supervision because the'proposed
subcotgractors all have experience performing the required
work and they all have worked with ISI in the past. In
addition, ISI points out that not all subcontractors will be
performing at the same time; individual subcontractors will
be performing only when their particular expertise is
required by a work order. ISI also argues that its proposed
use of 10 subcontractors will not require additional

ISI _and .the. Navy also argue over how much turnover ISI
experienced on its incumbent contract. However, given our
conclusion that the Navy otherwise reasonably determined
that ISI's proposed salaries and uncompensated overtime
create a risk that ISI will be unable to retain its
personnel, we have not considered ISI's turnover on its
incumbent contract.
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government supervision. In this regard, !SI asserts that in
its% 5pb sallit explained how it intended to manage the
contracbeffectively and efficiently with 10 subcontractors
anhd,-pinted out that it would be the single point of contact
beitwveen the subcontractors and NAVAIR, and would be solely
responsible for all aspects of performance under the
contract .'

Cceh&&ng-~it's'proposed-use of a part-timeproj6gt manager,
ISWrYgues thati its prSoosed project manager is Ehe -
Thcumbent'project manager and thus -possesses an int'imate
knowledge atfthe contract requirements and the mangaement
necessary E6ef r rf6ith hose requirements.= ISI also explains
thia Ie project manager's other time, whih'i.s spe nti.
corporatetmatters such as reporting toEth&e=c'ompanypresident
onS his contract, enhances his effectivenesh as a project
manager.9<Isi 66cicludes that because thero6j6ct manager is
uhniquely hualified for this contract and biecause his other
responsibilities in the ISI organization enhance his
effectiveness, it has confidence that the project manager
will be able to perform his responsibilities in the number
of hours he is proposed to work on this contract.

ISI sxarguments do not convince us tha thewNavy
unreasonably concluded that ISI's proposed use-of
10 subcontractors and a part-time project manager .was a

l&icaLesthficaiency in ISI'smanagement planv! First, while
ISI Istaesthat it-proposed So -Use fewer subcontractors on
th ntract thEawit is currently using on -ts incumbent
contract, the Navy-has pointed out, and 15i Whas not
dispUtedthat based on the-number of h6ursthat-thfe
contractors are~expected to perform on this contrIct, and
uflng-thej12 subcontractors ISI is using on it.iffc irmbent
contract <<asWa&baseline, 1SI should have proposed hro'more
than -;`subtcontractors for this contract. In 'addition, while
ISltexplained in its proposal how it would'manage-the
subcdxtractorstiwe find it was reasonable for the-Navy to
conclutde, inspite of that explanation, thatthe use of
10 subcontractors posed~an increased risk rdgardingX-.
effective management,-control and communication, response
times, and quality assurance. That is, it is reasonable for
the Navy to conclude that the more subcontractors the're are
to coordinate, the higher probability there is of having
problems with management and communications. See Hercules
Engines, Inc., B-246731, Mar. 19, 1992, 92-1 CPD 9 297. In

4ISI' also argues that the SSO unreasonably deterrmined that ISI
failed-to adhere to the government pblicy regarding
subcontracting with SDBs on its incumbent contract. Since
our review does not show that this was a factor-in the
source selection decision, and it would not change the
result of our decision, we have not considered this issue.
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this__rdgard: as "noted, interviews with CORs indicated that
ISIdIiad ~trouble managing its subcontractors on its incumbent
coht t.- In fact,,the Navy has pointed out thaL. ISI's
per~fo~rm'a~n-ceonS'Ehe in'curubent contract was the impetus for
inc fludibg the RFI? provision stating that the use of a large
numker of subcontractors would result in a reduced rating.
To the extent 151 chose to ignore this warning, ISI did so
at its own risk.

nwa.,iidqa~while ISI-has araued ht -merits o6f its'project
manager, .th6&Navy has not questiont~d the progJ-ct marfiaer'
ovri'll--capaAbility. Rather, ;the Wavy hias eprsedit
cocrni that -it will be diffEicult for thengp-roject mianager to
mnage-th£e'ii'ntire pro'jicdt, including '10 subcont~ractbrs, on a
part-time:Sasis. To the, extetit ISI believes th~at the1-
prto36t44fani-nger' s ~erience And othar responsibilitie's
eiiiriCiti concern, 181 has donen6o more than express
itsradidgreement with the agency. Sdb'h disagreement does
not demonstrate that the agency's concern is unreasonable.

raor. Inc., B-2507116.2, Feb. 23, 1993, 93-1 CPD ¶1 165.

UNEQUAL TREATMENT AND UNREASONABLE EVALUATION OF VSS'
PROPOSAL

IsI-Tkt6Mets-Ethat £he'Navy's evaluation of VSS' proposal was
unreatiiisVale~~M'ReiaC~t the Navy did-not treati.the 
two4&ffds E.alys S oe ht under ~he- personnel
evaflhRE6n factorUj6h VS and ISI were giv~en 'ratirigs of
acc~eptb~le& ev~'n'thtih<only '75 percent of VSS1'ptjropo~sed
p~ifisbdnel wereqjbdg~dt'acceitableihile- 92 perceht: _of~T8'ss

pro~r~d~hersonnel' eree judged acceptabl.-niodfn,
asS~_i'S&1SI, _VSS -o~ffered Senior Analysts that 4gen5e~Ally did
nottha~ve~~Iint'e-g'ratiat~'6~gistic Support CILS) -eprience,

altho6ugh" ILS experflnce was an area of priniary'c'on-cern for
th~e~gage~n-cy -in evaltieilng Senior Analysts. F1inally, ISI
complains that 25 peicent of VSS' proposed'persbo'nel were
con'tinge~nt hires, 'Ahile 131 proposed no contingent hires.
Based on these factors, !S1 asserts that VSS should not have
been given the same acceptable rating for the personnel
factor as 151.

under Oie marnarze'gerint plan factor, 151 states,' ,the Navy found
a citcadeficiency in ISI'S mainageme~nt plialbecause 151

proposed-a partttime project manager buit did'not find a
critiCal deficiency inAPSS' proposal even .thoiTgh VSs ~also
offeted a part-time pro ject manager. 181 further asserts
that the Navy's decision to rate VSS' manage~ment proposal as
better rather than acceptable was unreasonable because
15 percent of VSS' proposed personnel are contingent hires.

Finally, 151 states that if its price proposal was
unrealistic and presented a high performance risk because
71 percent of its proposed personnel were being compensated
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at -least one GS level below comparable civil service
empr'yees'and of that 71 percent, 38:percent were being
compensatediat least two GS levels below comparable civil
service emp oyees, -VSS& proposal should 'have been similarly
viewed because 63-percent of VSS' proposed personnel were
beiWngroompensated'one GS level below -&omparable civi l
service employees-and of that 63 percent, 23 percent were
being compensated at least two GS levels below comparable
civil service employees.

Bseddon~.our review of the evaluatiojhddcuments, we conclude
that sh N a didriot treat VSS aridfrISI differently and did
notu' '4o72 12a-. evaluate VSS'Kproposal..SConc'Thing h
personnel factor, While is >rguesthht<'VSS ahodfdnbt have
been-giTve ';;same~rhihg as2-ISI' nuse92^kpraet of
ISI sroposed.hpersonnel were 'judged acceptabltwWhife only
75$e rcent of'VVSS propos e personnel w4re 'j d ceptable
atndbcauseWSS' Senlor Analysts lacked ILS expience, the
agenc' s iafng was not based:.on thee ne.
Rather, thejNavy f6ndtother 4nerits '-i VSSps
propbsal whibh warra nt.d ratinhg VSSi9ceptabf~Zfor this.
factor. Specificaly, 'the agency found EhitSS p osed
well-qualified perso nnel for its -,-Pr6 m Ma r opondits
Senior Logistics Managers. In addition, the agency found
that'VSS rathier 'than its proposed subcontractors would:
perf rm.amajority of the key labor hours.' Finally, the
agency considered that based-on its proposed salaries and
low uncompensated overtime, VSS probably would experience
low turnover. Given these factors, we cannot say that the
Navy unreasonably rated VSS' proposal acceptable for the
personnel factor.

Cone~rn-i-n'g.lt-h-e -management pl-an,. wh l'te-aycnsidered
ISsI's pioposedtuse-6f a part-time-tro jectmanager a criti'cal
deficiency and did not considgr-VNSS-propood;e :of-a½p'at-
tieimanager a critet6aljdedficiencyuSlproptsed its pr'oject
manager -for only 1i500hoomrs while VSSiprop6•&d its project
manager for 1,900-hours per'-year, whichjssubstantially
closerito full time. Moreover, accoIding.to 151's
calcuIltion, the difference-between the number of hours that
tsI propos6d its pr6ject manager and the 'dibier of houjrs
that VSS proposed its project manager 'equates to 1-.5-hours
per day. Since a project manager who 9 s-4pres6znt. fortc1"an
additional 1.5 hours will -be 'able. to:peform moretasks in
thit time and will-be'available-mrnorem.often't for consultations
with eimployees, 'subcontract6rs-did-dgovernment peri6iiel, in
tOur~rview, this difference pro idedtatb.diasis for distfrinuish-
ing;,between the proposals. More importantly, however, the
agency's criticism of ISI's proposed use of a part-time
project manager was related to the fact that ISI proposed
10 subcontractors and the fact that the project manager
would have to supervise and coordinate the work of these
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subcontractors, a problem that was not present in VSS'
proposal.

e-:..-tra. of .S -propos.,=Nor d agrethat because 15 percent of VSS% proposed
sta'ff:,Iweike-onti gpnt~h'ijrs, the agency unreasonably rated
VSSv managemet plan "tbetter:]' - In.dour view, 'the agency
c lreisWtiy deterniietthat.1'5percent-was not an
excessive#nu-iSr of prop sedtcont'ingency'hires for a
contractc thitwas not Ehe incubeTMnt. ISI' smere.
di-saIgTreem'nt hthEhe agqpcy-s4 decision:does not render that
d flslontinijasonable. :Tracor, c sutrat,, Moreover, the
agency.Ls decision that VSS' management proposal should be
raced-better-was also based on other factors in'the
pro'posal, such-as the interface of the proposed task leaders
with the technical staff for delivery order'performance and
a good mix of prime and subcontractor personnel.

FiW .lly,1twe adisagree ;with 1St <that VSS'r2ptice proposalŽ-
6uldf ~e. e~-itrat6edd'hunreals'icwith ia hi'gh' erfbrmzance

tiskvbre~c~aueVSS .prt'osed -salaries*fbr'63 percent 5fjfEs
prgop~ s-ewd sr-lthatwere at least one GS le be
comparabl i vil~service employees ard of that463-peErSnt,
23.:percentciwere-being compe'nsated_'at least two Gstzveils
beldow~compatabletcivil-service employees. As discussed, ISI
bagas41ts arghment on-thenfact that':-its-price p~ropoal was

-sovrate ea|se it-fproposed salaries for 7115pe'rcent-of its
proposed'ip67'dsonel<-that were at'Ki'east one GSA level'below
comrip'4abie c'vil#serv-ice employeds and 'of that-71,tpercent,
385percent~were-;attleast two GS- levels below-fcomparable
civi4aservic&.--empLoyees. -ISI asserts thait t EMifferences
in these percentagesldo not warrant'-.the-tdifference in
rathings.: As di'cussedd-aboveihowever, the agency's
detjrminiationlEtfft TSI's proposed price xwas unrealistic 'and
presented a ijghperformaW6e risk was based not '6nly on the
number of employees that ISI proposed with wage'sbelow GS
levels, it also reflects the Navy's overall conclusion that
ISI proposed low salaries and excessive uncompensated
overtime, a problem the Navy did not have with VSS. ISI's
argument is without merit.

AWARD WITHOUT DISCUSSIONS

ISI'4=protests that-.the Navy improperly awaided-the contract
to.VSS. on4jthe basis-of initial-proposals with6utlhofding
didzscus.itns. ISIwargues that if it'had been'given zKe
opporteun tYto participate in discussions-it wouldlhave been
able. to correct the "minor" deficiencies.:in itspr'oposal
wit'hout 'mking major revisionss'and wouldlhave$ received the
awird-becuse its price proposal was $[defeted]"million less
than the proposal submitted by3 VSS. Specifically,lISI
asserts-tihat it could easily have corrected its proposal by
eliminating some of the subcontractors, increasing its
project manager's hours, and explaining why its proposed
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salaries were.-not too low and why its:proposed uncompensated
overie was a t excessive. Sr further argues that the

agency.%was req'ifred to hold discussiohsd-bec%6se it found the
saMerde~ficiencies in VSS' proposal so tIiat, 'if .it could not
awar thie contract to IS without holding discussions, it
cocidWnht' award the contract toVSS without holding
discussions. "Fi-'ally, ISI-points out that its -proposal was
considered acceptable in all areas and that while the agency
considered ISI's unrealistic price proposal as a critical
deficiency, it did not render the proposal unacceptable.

Wheri6.aisolicitati7gn is issued by-an agency ofEthe
Deparmt'en foDefense, and it advises offerorspl-of the
agency.' s ; tent to 4award 1the -conttact withoutfiolding>..
discussions, ,the agency may',properly do- so, evenrawarding a
conWt ftffro~'a Snot offering the&fowest price. 'Federal
Acqtui-itlibn-rRegulation (FAR)-§ 15;610 (a) (4);: Macr61erv.
SP20'IWhiWnh, e.2B-,46103; B"2461'03.2, Feb. 19, 19924T-92-1 CPD
Vi¢200> whi-'e'?Fahe contiacting`'officer has the&-.i'scretion to
holo dXscussions in such circumstances, the contracting
offcer may dispense with discussions where he-has a
reas'onable bisis for concluding that the proposal of the
{ntreindfd awardee will result in the contract most
advanCg5eous to the government. See The Jonathan Corp.;
Metro Mach.- Corp., B-251698.3, B-251698.4, May 17, 1993,
93-2 CPD ¶ 174.

Here, T-as~di-scus'sed above, the Navy reasOnably determined
that-'IS1$s-'proposal had critical'ideficiencies.in the
minagement~,nd price areas and that £h6er.W-as;a high risk
that -1SI,:would bettinable to retain itsijT-onnei.-The&Navy
alsoereasonably:datermined that'the pro lasubmittid by
VSS.hid rnrdefricrercies, was overall technic lly superior to
theli3pshai nsubridtted by 1SIr, "and was reasonably and
realiistidally pri6ed. Accoidingly, 'the Nay tdould
reasoniblWsdetermine that VSS' proposal represented the best
value to the government and therefore properly could award
the contract to VSS without holding discussions. A Plus
Servs. Unlimited., B-255198.2, Jan. 31, 1994, 94-1 CPD 9 52.

AWARD DECISION

ISI..'asserts that-the Navy's decision to award the contract
to VSS at a S(deletedj million price premium is unreasonable
because..it is9based upon a failure by the SSO to eithir rely
on or discredit the conclusionst'of the evaluators reariding
the technicalM erit of ISI's proposal, and a 'faFii'resE
apply>Ehe reliative weights specified, in the-solicitati'on.
On theiifiirst"point, the protester asserts that accorfdi'Ng to
the agency, the SSO and the PRB relied only, on the summary
cost and technical reports and did not review the individual
evaluators worksheets. ISI argues that there is no basis in
the record for many of the conclusions of the SSO regarding
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th&performance risks associated with -ISI's proposal. Nor,
accotding to ISI, is there any!'d` C mentation in the record
e6E'alishing that the2 SSO independently reviewbd the
proposals of ISI. -Thus, IS asserts, the SSOIes conclusion
tfra1t;e--pRpostale of&VSS offered the best value to the
government.is irrational. In any case,>ISI argues that the
award-decision did not followsthe RFP evaluation criteria
which stated that' technical considerations were to be
weighted only slfgh*ly more important than cost since ISI's
proposed price was sibstantially lower than VSS' proposed
price and ISI's technical proposal was rated only slightly
lower than VSS' technical proposal.5

insofar a< ISI as'erts.thiat in awardingt the-contract- to VSS,
the javy~-failed.Xo weigh technical factors only,.,~sli4htly
mro reiimportantathahnprice, as. required by the RFP, ISI is
essentfally prote'sting that'the Navy failed-to jperform a
p_ hce/E9hnical-tradeoff. In a negotiate'd
procurement, tfhere is no. requirement that laward be made on
thelbasis of-lowupricet6nless the solicitation-so specifies.
Agency officials have broad discretion knEdermining`jthe
manner and.-extednt to which they will make!m se offt&Ehnhfical
and price eVaflu'ation results. Price/teChnicltSidffs may
b eade; the extent to which one may be sa'crifice6dfor the
oti r is governed by the test of rationality and-consistency
wieh-the.-statedaevaluation criteria. Award-mayhbe made to a
higher-rated, higher-priced offeror where tie decision is
consistent with the evaluation factors and the agency rea-
sonably determines that the technical superiority of the
hfgher-priced proposal is worth the additional expense.
General Servs. Enq'q, Inc., B-245458, Jan. 9, 1992, 92-1 CPD
i 44.

Heie,..I' eireac'ingfth'e aWafddecision, the SSO noted that
ISI'ds-Tehcessiv auricompensated overtime and low salaries
indicf td'-a highperformaince'risk. -The SSO ilsorc6nsidered
the-propiosed use~ of 10-subcontractors as a critical
deficiency. The SSO, on the other hand,-. found thaSt vs'
pzice¾4as reasonable and realistic and thatf-in addition,
the proposal had no deficiencies, a manageable number of
subcontractors, realistic annual salaries, ijad low
uncompensated overtime. Based on this analysis, the SSO
determined that the proposal submitted by VSS offered the
best value to the government. While ISI asserts that the
SS0 did not specifically discuss ISI's price advantage in

5 Since we have already concluded that the evaluaeions'of both
the technical andwprice proposals submfttetd by VSS and ISI
were reasonably conducted, ISI's argument that the award
decision is unsupported fails to the extent ISI premises its
argument on its belief that the agency conducted flawed and
unequal technical and price proposal evaluations.
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hisec ical tirdeoff, in the statement he-prepared
fbr .theprotest, the--SSOstates, "I consciously made the
decis'ion0that it was'i'n- the&Government's -besL interest--most
&dvnbig6ous to theP 'overnment--to pay fhe :tates-proposed by
(VSS] to-gaii thei enefits of: low turnover; quality work;
low rework; ,low governe training, oversight and
management, -hile avoidhng extremely hi hhperformmance risk
with -. ISI.i i Further, because het-con'side'redtl.IS
proposed mri2c _toEally Ynrealistic, thei(SSO didnot'believe
that the'kgovernmentMwould actually receive a price benefit
if. it-iawirdedtI te contract to ISI. Intthis'regard, we note
Oiat .fafrom considering ISI's low price an advantage, the
SSO 6on0 irdird-itt a-problem that could resuilt in'delayed and
questa oZnable-performance. Based on this assessment, we find
tiit the-SSO properly followed the evaluation criteria and
reasonibly determined that an award to VSS presented the
best value to the government.

Fiialljnsinsofar'as ISI asserts that-:the. aarcd so -is
improper-jbecausetthe'SSO-neitifer reliid on or~dlscedited
thepn clbsions of the technical eviftuitois~concerniig,-sI's
technical 'proposal, w'e have consistently-stated~itatghe SSO
is rnitf0bound bythe oniclusions of loweir-level't-le ncal
evafuaitrs. VerifyvInc,,71Comp -Geir. 158-: (1992) ,#92-1
CPD'¶ -1td i7. Rather, SSOs are entitl'ed to independedintly judge
the meifts of competing p'rposalsgpbofided'-the-judgmeit has
a iational basis. ,:-TRW, Irnc., B-254045P'2,1 'J. 10, ,994,
9 4-1 CPD 91 18. wHere, the SSO's decision had4 aireasonable
baisifl Firstwhile6fEhe.SSO did 1oc ely on t iindividual
evaluat'or's conclusions, he did consider the-summary
reports'j."To the extent that ISISasserts ffat 'hWse reports

a.,o. 4Ustificatl:&n for1the ,SSO8.s'conclusiMons regarding
performance#risk, we point -out thatthe iindividu'ai
evaluatorIs did not assess risk. dRatherptlet d;idual
ealiuatrs''2'evaluated~the price.'andftechnidar ne6rit's''of the
progosal 'and based on those evalRtions'theiiiRB aissessed
risk.. -Thus, for example, the-TET deteriniFtht'IsI
p-r'opd_ 'too many subcontractcrs and the PRB concluded that
this presented a risk. In addition, the SSO states that he
independently reviewed the price and technical proposals.
Accordingly, we find that the record adequately supports the
source selection decision.

The protest is denied.

Robert P. Murphy
Acting General Counsel
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